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. To all whom it may concern: 
Be it known that I, LIoNnL 

LAURANCE, a citizen of the 
and ‘a resident of Stites, in 

ho and State of Idaho, have invented 
a new and useful Improvement in Sectional 
Steering-Wheels, of which the following is 
a speci?cation. 

y invention is an improvement in sec 
tional steering wheels and like hollow hod~ 
ies, and has for its object to provide a 1101 
low body of the character speci?ed, con 
sist-ing of separable sections and having par 
titions separating the interior of the hollow 
body into compartments, sundry of the com 
p‘artments, having openings covered with 
transparent coverings, the said hollow bodies 
being adapted to contain heating and illu 

' ininated devices, for heating the hollow body 
£23 for illuminating objects near the said 

In the drawings: Figure 1 is a plan view 
of the lower section of a steering wheel pro 

eating and light 
mg apparatus, Fig. 2 is a section on the 
line 2—2 of Fig. 1 with a part ‘of the wheel 
rim in section, Fig. 3 is a section on the 
line 3~3 of Fig. 1, Fig. 4 is a perspective 
view of one of the heating devices, and Fig. 
5_ is an enlarged section of a portion of the 
rim. { 

In-the present embodiment of. the inven 
tion, a sectional wheel is provided, compris 
ing a lower section 1 and an upper section 
2, each of the said sections being approxi 
mately semi-circular in cross section and 
?tting together to’ form a hollow body of 
circular cross section. \ 

The edges of. the upper and lower sec 
tions of the wheel rim are oppositely rab 
beted as shown in- Fig. 3, to form an annular 
rib 3 at the inner side of the edge of the 
lower section, and a similar rib 4 at the 
outer side edge of the upper section, the 
ribs 3 and 4 ?tting against each‘ other as 

EDWARD 

shown to prevent relative displacement of 
the sections. The lower section 1 of the 
wheel is provided at intervals of 90° with 
extensions 5, and the spokes 6 which con 
nect the sleeve or hub 7 of the wheel with 
the rim are each provided with an angular. 
lug 8 at-their outer ends, the said lugs ?t 
ting against the extensions 5, and screws 9 
are passed through the lugs and extensions 
to secure the lower section to the spokes. 
he upper section 2 of the wheel rim is 

United States, vl0 
the county of’ 

provided at spaced intervals with depend 
ing partitions 10, each ofthe said partitions 

_ - within the lower sec 
tion to approximately close the bore of the 
rim, and each of the said'partit-ions ?ts be 

arranged pairs of ribs 

interior of the rim, into a pluralityv of chain 
hers, and sundry of the said partitions are 
enlarged laterally as indicated at 12 in Fig. 
1, and each of the said partitions is pro 
vided with a threaded opening at 351181311 

ving a_screw .13 which 

get er. 

_It will be noticed from an inspection of 
Fig. 3 that the head of the screw is counter 
sunk and is also rounded to conform with 
the external ‘7 “ wheel rim in 

break in the 
of the chain 

' the character shown in 
Fig.- 4- is arranged. Each of the said brack 
ets 14 is secured to the lower section of 
the "Wheel rim by means of a rivet 15. It 
will be noticed that each bracket has three 
steps orsurfaces upon its upper face, one 
having the opening ‘ 
the other a strip 16 is secured by means of 
a screw 17. To the third or highest step, 
a substantially U-shaped strip 18 is con 
nected, the said strip having one of its arms 
provided with an angular portion 19 rést~ 
ing upon the surface of the step and secured 
thereto ‘by a screw 20. The strip 16 is 
provided at. its free end with a split bear 
ing2l and the ends of ‘the split hearing are 
extended laterally to form lapping lugs 22. 
he aring is designed to engage the socket 

24 of an incandescent light globe 25, and by 
means of a screw :23 the hearing may be 
clamed on the socket. The free end of 
the lF-shaped strip 18 bears against the end 

the socket remote from the globe, and 
limits the movement of the said socket 
toward the bracket 14, 
Each of the brackets 14.- supports its globe 

out of contact with the interior of the ‘wheel 
rim, as shown in Figs. 1 and 2, and if de 
siredg‘the globes 25 may be removed and re 
placed by ‘the heating device shown in Fig. 
4. If hoth‘heating and illuminating is de 
sired, the alternate globes may he left in 

for the rivet l5 and to 
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~ the wheel rim, and a fuse 34 

' connected by means of a wire 39, 
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corresponding thereto is connected to the 
source of supply, not shown, while when 
rocked in the opposite direction, the said 
heating or lighting apparatus is discon 
nected from the source of supply. It will 
be noticed that at its inner side the rim is 

rovided wi h openings in which are serted plates {25 of transparent material for 
permitting the rays oiI light to pass from 
the rim. The outer ends of the openings 
ale-eve mentioned are enlarged and under 
cut as shown, to receive the plates 4:5. 

I. claim :-— ' ' 1. A device of the character speci?ed, 
comprising awheel having a hollow rim, 
composed of upper and lower sections, the 
lower section having extensions ‘for engage 
ment by the spokes, each of the said sections 
having its edges rabbeted to form lapping 

the rim and the intermediate globes may be 
replaced by the said heating device. A 
only heating of the wheel rim is desired, the 
globes may be removed and replaced by the 
heating devices. Each of the heating de 
vices consists of a coil 26 of resistance wire, 
which is wound around a mica support 27, 
the said support having a cross or X shape 
cross section, that is, having four vanes or 
wings and at one end the socket 28 is con 
nected with the vanes, the quadrant being 
supported by'the' vanes. rl‘he strip 16 is 
connected with one of the terminals of the 
socket or of the heating device, while the 
strip 18 is connected with the other terminal, 
the said strips 16 and 18 being of conduct 
in material, while the bracket 14: is of in 
su ating material, as for instance, hard rub 
ber or the like. A. pair of lead wires ‘19 and 30 is connected to each pair of strips 16 ribs when the sections are placed together 
and 18, by means of the screws 17 and 20 to prevent lateral movement thereogonc of 
and from the said screws each pair of has the sections having transverse inwardly ex tending partitions at spaced intervals and 

the other section having spaced pairs of ribs 
for receiving the edges of thepartitions 
therebetween, said partitions dividing the 
hollow of the rim into a plurality of sepa 
rate compartments, means for securing the 

‘together, said wheel sections of the wheel 
having openings on the inner surface there 
or‘ at sundry of the compartments, and a 
transparent covering for each opening. 

_ ‘2. A device of the character speci?ed, com 
prising a- wheel having a hollow rim and 
composed of upper and lower sections, one 
of the sections having spaced transverse 
partitions for closing ’ the rim to the bore or 
form within the said bore a plurality of 

wires pass by 
the inner surface 

way of grooves 31 and 32 in 
of the lower section of the 

wheel rim to the switch whose‘ casing 33 is 
arranged. on one of: the spokes. The said 
grooves 31 and 32 extend entirely around 

is interposed in - 
wires, adjacent to each 
device. The. lead wires one of the said lead 

lighting or heating _ 
‘29 and 30 from each bracket lit are insu 
lated carefully, and each pair is connected 
to a pair of terminals on the ‘switch. "it 
‘will be noted that the switch arm 36 is pro 
vided ior each ‘bracket ‘let and the said 
switch arms are mounted to rock on the 
casing 33. - The said casing 33 is mounted 
on a spoke and is ii'isulated therefrom by means ot a ?ber plate 35. One of the ter- compartments, said wheel having openings 
minals from each bracket- 14- is connected to at sundry of its compartments at the inner 

one of the spring arms 37 adjacent to a 
switch arm, and the other spring arm 38 15 with the 
metal conducting part 40 upon which the 

surface thereof, 
for the openings. 

lillllllih BEWARE 

and transparent coverings 

lulllltth’tllh 

switch arms are mounted to rock. lWitnesses: 
When the arms 36 are rocked in one dis P. E. Ennis, 

rection, the lighting or heating apparatus A. ltd. lt'srnonns. ‘ 
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